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In this paper, we prove a theorem about the auto-expansions of real numbers. 
This theorem was first stated by Derrida et al. Unn. Inst. H. Poincare’ 29 (1978), 
3051, but their proof is not complete. The auto-expansion theory is useful in 
proving the internal similarity of the MSS sequences of periodic orbits of mappings 
of the interval to itself. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It has been realized that endomorphisms of intervals on real axes could 
have very complicated behavior even though they are the simplest type of 
dynamical systems [61. Extensive studies [l] for these mappings of real axes 
are now available. As was pointed by Derrida et al. [3], for continuous, 
convex mappings of a unit interval into itself with a unique maximum, 
there are two kinds of universal behaviors observed. The first kind is 
metric and depends on the shape of the mapping near the maximum. The 
results of Feigenbaum [4] about period doubling are of this nature. The 
other kind is structural and depends only on the fact of a unique maxi- 
mum. 
The important structural result obtained by Metropolis et al. [7] is the 
universal ordering of periods. Considering the mapping 
T: x + hf(x) 
from an interval I into itself, where f(x) has a unique maximum at c E I, 
we note that the iterations of T may turn to stable periodic orbits or 
chaotic solutions for different values of A. When the parameter A is 
varied, there are intervals of A in which different periods are stable. Such 
an interval contains a superstable point A,, such that the period points 
include the maximum point c when A = A,. The superstable periods at 
these particular parameter values can be represented by finite sequences 
of R and L, i.e., the MSS sequences [7]. Let us denote a superstable 
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n-period by 
cx,xz -** X,-I, 
where the jth symbol of the MSS sequence is R if xi is larger than c, and 
L if xi is less than c. The universal ordering of Metropolis et al. [7] 
basically clarifies the arrangement of all these stable periods according to 
the values of A. 
Derrida et al. [2] found internal similarity for these MSS sequences. By 
introducing the *-composition law, they are able to find one-to-one corre- 
spondence between all these sequences and a subset of it with the 
universal ordering preserved. The proof of the internal similarity is based 
on the calculation of a broken linear map and some additional sequences 
which exist for a general smooth map, but not for the broken linear map. 
It turns out that the condition for a sequence of R’s and L’s to be found 
in the Metropolis et al. construction can be expressed in terms of the 
auto-expansions of real numbers. 
The auto-expansion of a number therefore becomes important. Derrida 
et al. [2] established a few theorems on the auto-expansions of real 
numbers. However, there are errors in their paper as discussed by Louck 
and Metropolis [51. Particularly, their proof about the ordering of the 
auto-expansion sequences is not complete. Here, we give a proof of the 
result. To do this, we first state some basic definitions and related results. 
2. AUTO-EXPANSION 
In this section, we discuss the auto-expansions of real numbers. First we 
define the notion of A-expansion and auto-expansion. 
DEFINITION 1. Given a real number A E (1,2), for any real number 
x E (1,2), the A-expansion of x is the sequence {cJ such that 
1. c, E (1, - 1,O); 
2. for x, = C~=ack/Ak, define ci by: ca = 1, and 
if x,-i < A then c, = 1; 
ifx,-, >A then c, = -1; 
ifx,-, =A then c, = 0. 
The A-expansion of A itself is its auto-expansion. 
We also give the ordering of two sequences. 
DEFINITION 2. Order two sequences (bi) and {ci} by the rule: {bi} < {ci} 
if b, < c,, where m is the smallest integer for which b, f c,. 
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The following is the necessary condition established in Derrida et al. [2]. 
THEOREM 1. Let S = {ai} be the auto-expansion of A. The necessary 
condition for T = (c,} to be the A-expansion of some number is that for any 
n 2 1, the following conditions are satisfied: 
+(c,,c,+1,...) < (a,9~1?...). (1) 
One obvious conclusion is that for auto-expansion S = (ai} of h, we have 
+(a,,~,+,,...) < (qd&...). 
This result is related to the fact that for X, defined in Definition 1, we 
have 
Ix - x,1 < l/h”. 
The following theorem is proved by Derrida et al. [2]. 
THEOREM 2. Zf S = {ai] is an auto-expansion of some number A, then A 
is the largest real zero of the following function: 
4,(x) =x - 5 ?. 
i=O ’ 
(2) 
They also claim the following result. But the proof is not complete. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose {ai} is an auto-expansion of A, {bJ is an auto- 
expansion of u, and A < u. Then {ai] < {bJ. 
The proof of Theorem 3 is presumably a conclusion from their Lemma 3 
in Appendix B of [2]. However, this seems not to be the case, since the 
situation considered in their Lemma 3 is not general enough. We give a 
new lemma and prove the theorem in the following section. 
3. THE ORDERING THEOREM 
Here is our lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let S = (sj} be the auto-expansion of x(S), that is, x(S) = 
~=,s,/x(S)‘. Let T = {tj} be any sequence satisfying the following condi- 
tion : 
(t,, tn+1, Li-27 * *. ) <S foranyn. (3) 
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Then, we have 
4,(x(W 2 09 
where C&.(X) is dejined as 
4,(x) =x - f- 5. 
j=O" 
Proof. Consider S and T written as 
s = 1”1( - 1) W3( - 1)““. . . ) 
T = I’]( - 1)“1’3( - 1)14 . . , . 
The meaning of the notation is that the first L, digits of S are 1, and the 
next L, digits are - 1, etc. Since T < S, consider the first different blocks 
in S and T. We could have the following four possibilities: 
1. S has a longer 1 block; 
2. S has a shorter - 1 block; 
3. S and T have the same length of 1, but S is followed by zeros, 
while T is followed by - 1; 
4. S and T have the same length of - 1, but S is followed by 1, while 
T is followed by zeros. 
We prove the lemma for each of these situations separately. 
1. We have 
with 
s = 1” . . . ( - l)‘~~-qb,~~~ ) 
T = 1’1 . . . ( - 1p+-i.. , ) 
L-1 > L-1. 
Define sequence S, as follows: 
s, = 1” . . . (- lp-qb-,* 
Then 
s = ~ol~z*-I-~zk--I . . . , 
T = S,( - l)“‘T’ or T= S,. 
Since the digit after S, is 1 for S, from the definition of auto-expansion, 
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49 - c > 0, 
SO 
where Es, represents 
i ai 
j=() X(S)’ 
if S, =a0a2...ak. 
Then if T = S,, we already have the right result. Otherwise, we have 
I,+ . . . +I,,-1 
&(X(S)) =x(S) - c + c 
1 
F - . . . 
so j=l,+ . . . +I,,-, cw 
2x(S) - c + 
1 
- 
so x(S) 
I,+...+[,,-1 .** 
=x(S) - c 
1 
+ 
-0 I,+ +l,k 4&(S)) SO 
1 
> 
0) 
1,+ .,. +1,,4T’(~(w. 
Therefore, the problem becomes that of T’ which also satisfies condition 
(3). But the coefficient in front of c#+ is smaller than one. Continuing this 
process for T’ as we did for T, we again reduce the problem to T” with the 
coefficient in front of c#+ at most the square of l/x(S). If in these steps 
for T’, T”, T”‘, etc., we still cannot have a situation like T = S,, then we 
eventually have zero because of the coefficients which are less than the 
power of l/x(S). Therefore, we have 
2. In this case, we have 
s = 1” . . .1+ - 1) LZk . . . ) 
T = 1’1 . . . II9 - ,)I,, . . ,) 
with L,, < I,,. Define St, as 
s, = 1’1 . . . lbk-,( _ 1)L2k; 
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then, since the digit after S, is 0 or 1, we have 
x(S) - c 2 0, 
SO 
with the same notation Es, as before. T is now 
T = S,( - l)-2kTf; 
we have 
I,+ . ..+I,, 
4r(x(S)) =x(S) - c + c 
1 
- - so j=1,+ +12k-,+L2k 
2x(S) - c + 
1 
x(S) --.* I, + -+I,, SO 
=x(S) - c + 
1 
I,+ +lZk+l I&) 
SO x(S) 
1 
2 
49 
I,+ . . . +I,,+1 d+(~(S)h 
So again, applying the same argument as before, we eventually have 
3. In this case, we can use the proof of part 2, since if we let L,, = 0, 
the proof still applies. 
4. Let I,,-, = 0 in part 1; the proof applies to this situation. 
Once we have this lemma, Theorem 3 can be obtained. In fact, if {a,} is 
an auto-expansion of A, {&I is an auto-expansion of IL, and A < p. Then 
we cannot have (ai} = (bJ, because from Theorem 2, for given sequences 
S, it can only be the auto-expansion of one number, that is, the largest real 
root of C&(X). If (a,) > I&}, then from Theorem 1, we find that condition 
(3) for T = (bJ and S = { a, is satisfied. Therefore, we have &-(A) 2 0. .) 
However, we know that p is the largest real zero of C&(X) and c#+ > 0 for 
x > p. 
We also need some theorems to guarantee the uniqueness of the 
solution in certain regions. From Proposition 2 of [2], we know that if S is 
the auto-expansion of x0, then x0 must lie in a certain interval, say 
(xi, x1). It is obvious that for sequences of different values of L, (the 
number of l’s at the beginning of the sequence), the intervals do not 
overlap. Therefore, Theorem 3 is obvious at this time. If they have the 
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same initial length L,, and they are both larger than the auto-expansion of 
a, then Proposition 4 of [2] ensures that there is one and only zero of 
4Jx) (also for &-(x)1 1 arger than max(fi, xi). When both these se- 
quences are less than the auto-expansion of \/?I, the uniqueness is also 
available because of Proposition 1 of [2] which establishes the relation 
between the sequences in two sides of fi. Therefore, the uniqueness of 
C#J~ is guaranteed in a region where h also belongs (in the interesting 
cases). It is now obvious that A r p and this gives a contradiction. 
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